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Abstract- Motion-compensated temporal filtering (MCTF) is
an open-loop prediction scheme, so the frame-level data reuse
for MCTF is possible. In this paper, we propose two general
frame-level data reuse schemes which can minimize the memory Li = F2 + (Mc(H,)+Mc(H))14
bandwidth of current and reference frames, respectively. And I
their relationships between the required memory bandwidth and
the number of searching range buffers are also formulated under Update
the constraint of the data dependency in Joint Scalable Video Stage M MV~
Model. Finally, we extend our analysis to pyramid MCTF and
the impact of the inter-layer prediction scheme is also considered. Ho A F2 H = F3 - (MC(F2)+MC(F4))/2

Prediction

I. INTRODUCTION StageStag

Motion-compensated temporal filtering (MCTF) is a new __
prediction scheme to remove the temporal redundancy of a (Original Frame) F2 F3 F4
video sequence. The concept of MCTF is to perform a wavelet
transform in the temporal direction with motion compen- Fig. 1. The 5/3 MCTF scheme, where the light gray frames (H) are the
sation (MC) [1]. Based on MCTF, many open-loop video highpass frames, and the heavy gray frames (L) are the lowpass frames.
coding schemes are developed in order to provide spatial, Original Video
temporal, or SNR scalability for many future applications. L
Currently, MPEG is standardizing a video coding standard,
scalable video coding (SVC), for these applications, and the Inter-layer
scalable extension of H.264/AVC with MCTF [2] is adopted Prediction
as the reference software of SVC, Joint Scalable Video Model Downsample in
(JSVM). Compared to traditional close-loop video codings, the Spatial/Temporal
open-loop MCTF prediction scheme not only can avoid the J, direction ' 'Upsample in
catastrophic error propagation, which is due to the mismatch A A spatial direction
of the reconstructed frames between the encoder and decoder, [CTF
but also can improve the coding performance of H.264/AVC
[3].

In our previous works [4], [5], the multi-level MCTF with Fig. 2. The pyramid MCTF scheme with two spatial layers.
5/3 or 1/3 filter is analyzed and several basic frame-level presented in Sections III and IV, respectively. Section V will
data reuse schemes are discussed. But the data dependency conclude this paper.
between the groups of pictures (GOPs) in JSVM is not
considered. In this paper, we will consider this constraint II. MOTIONCOMPENSATED TEMPORAL FILTERING
and extend our previous works to two general frame-level MCTF is to perform a wavelet transform in the temporal
data reuse schemes, in which the relationships between the direction with MC, and its coding performance depends on
required memory bandwidth and the number of searching which wavelet filter is adopted. MCTF is usually implemented
range buffer are also derived. Moreover, the pyramid MCTF by use of the 5/3 filter with lifting scheme, because it can
will be analyzed, including computational complexity, external provide a good coding performance. For the sake of simplicity,
memory bandwidth, and external memory size. Finally, this MCTF represents the lifting-based MCTF using 5/3 or 1/3
paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the pyramid filter in the following.
MCTF in JSVM2.O are introduced. The proposed frame-level Figure 1 shows the operation of 5/3 MCTF, which consists
data reuse schemes and the analysis of pyramid MCTF are of two lifting stages, prediction and update stages. The former
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is using even frames to predict odd frames, and the generated H H
residual frames are the highpass frames (H-frames). The latter
is using H-frames to update the even frames, and the derived ME ME ME ME
frames are the lowpass frames (L-frames). If the update stage MC MC MC MC
of 5/3 MCTF is skipped, we call it as 1/3 MCTF and treat the
even frames as L-frames. Note that MC is required in both Ro Co R1 Ro Co R1 C1
stages for aligning the objects in different frames, but motion (a) (b)
estimation (ME) is only performed in the prediction stage,
in which the block-based motion model is usually adopted to Fig. 3. The frame-level data reuse schemes (C: Current frame; R: Reference
find the best motion vectors, MVP-L and MVP-R. The motion frame): (a) Double reference frames; (b) Double current frames.
vectors in the update stage, MVU-L and MVU-R, are derived GOP Boundary
from MVP-L and MVP-R for saving the motion vector cost.
Figure 1 only shows the one-level MCTF scheme. The multi-
level MCTF can be achieved by recursively performing one- L L
level MCTF on the L-frames. H H

In JSVM, the spatial scalability is provided by pyramid | .-|
MCTF, as shown in Fig. 2 which consists of two spatial layers. C0 R1 I
In order to provide spatial scalability, a new sequence with a
smaller frame size is generated by downsampling the original Fig. 4. The data dependency between GOPs in JSVM.
sequence in the spatial direction, but the redundancy between
different spatial layers is also induced. Hence Inter-layer However, due to the data dependency between GOPs in
Prediction is developed to remove this redundancy, in which JSVM, the performance of DCF scheme will be degraded.
we can use the sequence with a small frame size to predict The data dependency is that for one GOP, the reference frame
the sequence with a large frame size. In pyramid MCTF, each is the last L-frame not the original frame of the previous GOP,
spatial sequence will be predicted from 5/3 MCTF or Inter- as shown in Fig. 4. Hence the frame-level data reuse is limited
layer Prediction. If more scalable spatial layers are wanted, in one GOP.
more sequences with smaller frame sizes are generated and
processed by the same procedure. B. Proposed Extended Double Reference Frames

Figure 3(a) shows the basic DRF. Because of the open-loop
III. FRAME-LEVEL DATA REUSE SCHEMES video coding scheme, we can further cascade several DRF to

reduce more memory bandwidth, which is called the extended
In MCTF, ME takes the most part of computation and DRF scheme (EDRF), as shown in Fig. 5(a). In EDRF, the

memory bandwidth. However, compared to traditional video number of reference frames is always one more frame than
coding, the main difference is that the reference frames in that of current frames. Therefore, if there are N SR buffers,
MCTF are the original or filtered frames, not the reconstructed we can process N-1 current frames simultaneously, and

frames. HneiMC thMEodifrthen the relationship between the required memory bandwidth
frames. Hence in MCTF, the ME of different frames can (BWEDRF) and the number of SR buffers (N) iS equal to
be processed simultaneously, so the frame-level data reuse
becomes possible. Although the frame-level data reuse is BWEDRF =a{(N - 1)cur + Nref}
feasible, the data dependency between GOPs in JSVM limits + -y { Jcur + ( J + 1)ref} + Kcur,
the efficiency of the data reuse scheme. Therefore, in the a K -y= 1 ifo3> 0
following subsections, we not only propose two general frame- N i K 0, if3 0 (
level data reuse schemes but also consider the data dependency where K is the number of total current frames which can be
between GOPs. parallel processed, and cur and ref are the required memory

bandwidth of one current frame and one reference frame,
A. Previous Works respectively. In (1), a is the number of EDRF, Q is the

In [4], we proposed two basic frame-level data reuse remainder, 'y is used to check if the remainder exists or not,
schemes for prediction stages, double reference frames (DRF) H H H H
and double current frames (DCF), as shown in Fig. 3 (a) and 1 T T

(b). DRF performs the bi-directional ME for every current ME ME ME ME ME ME ME ME
block together. Therefore, for one current block, the data of MC MC MC MC MC MC MC MC
one current block and two searching ranges are required to be
accessed. DCF is proposed to reduce the memory bandwidth R0 C0 R1 C1 R2 Ro C0 R1 C1 R2 C2
by sharing the searching range data for two current blocks (a) (b)
in different current frames. Therefore, DCF not only saves

' . ~~~~~~Fig.5. The frame-level data reuse schemes (C: Current frame; R: Reference
half memory bandwidth but also reduces half searching range frame): (a) Extended double reference frames with N =3; (b) Extended
buffers (SR buffers) of DRF. double current frames with N =2.
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TABLE I
THE COMPARISON OF THE REQUIRED MEMORY BANDWIDTH WITH EDCF AND EDRF IN ONE GOP OF JSVM.

Scheme 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level SR Buffer
EDRF (N=2) 2cur + 2ref + OMC 6cur + 6ref + OMC 14cur + 14ref + OMC 30cur + 30ref + OMC 2
EDRF (N=3) 2cur + 2ref + OMC 6cur + 5ref + OMC 14cur + llref + OMC 30cur + 23ref + OMC 3
EDCF (N=1) 4cur + 2ref + IMC l0cur + 5ref + 3MC 22cur + lOref + 7MC 46cur + 19ref + 15MC 1
EDCF (N=2) 2cur + 2ref + OMC 7cur + 5ref + IMC 17cur + lOref + 3MC 37cur + 19ref + 7MC 2
EDCF (N=3) 2cur + 2ref + OMC 6cur + 5ref + OMC 15cur + lOref + IMC 33cur + 19ref + 3MC 3

TABLE II
and Kcur is the memory bandwidth of outputted H-frames.

THE REQUIRED MEMORY BANDWIDTH WITH EDCF AND EDRF IN D 1

C. Proposed Extended Double Current Frames FORMAT WITH SEARCHING RANGE [-64,64) AND 30FPS.

Scheme 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level SR BufferSimilarly, based on DCF, we can develop the extended MB/s MB/s MB/s MB/s KBytes
DCF scheme (EDCF), as shown in Fig. 5(b), which cascades EDRE (N=2) 1037 155.5 181.4 194.4 41.4
two DCF. For EDCF, the number of reference frames is one EDRF (N=3) 103.7 132.2 146.4 153.6 62.2
less frame than that of current frames. Hence the relationship EDCF (N=1) 124.4 158.1 163.3 160.1 20.7
between the required memory bandwidth (BWEDCF) and the EDCF (N=2) 103.7 140.0 146.4 143.9 41.4
number of SR buffer (N) IS EDCF (N=3) 103.7 132.2 138.7 136.1 62.2

BWEDCF= a {(N + 1)cur + Nref + MC}
+ -y {3(J + 1)cur + Jref + MC} + Kcur Table II shows a real case, in which the specification is DI
- (2cur + MC), Format, 30 frames per second (fps), and the searching range is

K + I - (K +1)- N T 1, if >0 (2) [-64,64). We assume that full search and Level C scheme [6]
L N =

L' l if = 0 are adopted in ME. As for MC, we assume that the modified
where the notations are the same as (1), MC is the required DCF scheme in [5] is used. By these assumptions, the memory
memory bandwidth of MC, and the final part, 2cur+MC, bandwidth of one reference frame and one MC are nine and
is resulted from that the prediction scheme of MCTF is two times of that of one current frame, respectively.
RCR ..CR, not CRC ..RC. In Table II, although the EDCF with N=1 can share the

searching range between two current frames at two decom-
D. Case Study position levels, the required memory bandwidth is still larger

than that of EDRF with N=2. This is due to the overhead of
In this subsection, we further discuss the performances EDCF and the constraint of data dependency between GOPs,

of EDRF and EDCF. Table I shows the required memory so the performance of EDCF is degraded. Under the same
bandwidth of EDRF and EDCF with the various number of hardware resources (N=2) with four decomposition levels, the
SR buffer (N) and different decomposition levels. From Table memory bandwidth reduction of EDCF is 26.3%, compared to
I, EDCF can minimize the memory bandwidth of reference EDRE Moreover, the required memory bandwidth of EDCF
frames but the memory bandwidth of current frames and MC with N=2 is also less than that of EDRF with N=3. When
are its overhead. Contrarily, EDRF minimizes the memory the number of SR Buffers is increased, the memory bandwidth
bandwidth of current frames but has a larger memory band- of EDRF and EDCF is reduced apparently but the required SR
width of reference frames. buffer size is increased largely.

If there are the same SR buffers (N) in both schemes, EDCF Finally, compared to EDRF, the memory bandwidth reduc-
has much less memory bandwidth of reference frames but tion of EDCF is dependent on the searching range and what
with larger memory bandwidth of current frames and MC, kind of macroblock-level searching range data reuse schemes
compared to EDRF. In general, the memory bandwidth of one is adopted. The larger the required memory bandwidth of one
reference frame is much larger than that of one MC, and that reference frame is, the better the performance of EDCF is.
of one MC is also larger than that of one current frame. Hence
the tradeoff between the reference frames, current frames and IV. ANALYSIS OF PYRAMID MCTF IN JSVM
MC in EDCF is worth in the average case. After we proposed two general frame-level data reuse

Moreover, when the number of decomposition levels is schemes for multi-MCTF, we focus on the analysis to pyramid
increased, the performance of EDCF is become better because MCTF. Before starting the analysis of pyramid MCTF, Inter-
the impact of data dependency between GOPs is become less. layer Prediction should be introduced first. Inter-layer Predic-
If we increase the number of SR buffers (N), the overhead of tion means that we can use the information of the sequence
EDCF can be reduced and it is possible for EDRF to share with a small frame size to predict the sequence with a large
the searching range data between two current frames. Hence frame size. In JSVM, when the inter-layer prediction modes
the required memory bandwidth of EDCF and EDRF can be are considered, ME will be processed twice. One is the original
further reduced, and because of the share of searching range, and the other is with the information of previous spatial layer.
the reduction ratio of EDRF is larger than that of EDCF. In the following analysis, we assume the downsample ratio
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between two spatial layers is 6, and there are J spatial layers, number of frames in one GOP. The first part is the original for
in which the largest frame size is 1, the smallest frame size the sequences with the largest frame size, the second part is
is 5J-1, and the frame rates in different spatial layers are the used to store a GOP in the previous spatial layer for the inter-
same. layer prediction scheme, and the third part is used to store the

A. Computational Complexity
L frames of the previous GOP in each spatial layer.

For the computational complexity, motion estimation is D. Summary of Pyramid MCTF
still a major part in pyramid MCTF. In each spatial layer, The computational complexity and memory bandwidth are
the searching range and searching strategy of ME can be direct proportional to the frame size of each spatial layer,
different. But for simplicity, we assume all parameters of ME when all parameters of ME are the same for each spatial
are the same for each spatial layer. Hence the computational
complexity of each current macroblock is the same, and then layer of pyramid MCTF. Hence the required computational
the computational complexity is direct proportional to the complexity and memory bandwidth are exponential decreased
frame size. The computational complexity of pyramid MCTF for these downsampled sequences, but the external memory
with Inter-layer Prediction will be storage can be reused, except the last L frame of the previous

CCJ_1eVe1 =1 + 6 + 62 + + 6J1)CCi-ievei GOP in each spatial layer. As for Inter-layer Prediction, the
+ (1 + 6 +... + 6J-2)CC_-evei, (3) computational complexity will be doubled, the increase of the

_1, (3) external memory storage depends on the size of a GOP, and its
where CCJ-Ievel and CCi-level are the computational com- required memory bandwidth is dependent on the frame size.
plexity of pyramid MCTF with J spatial layers and MCTF Finally, we give an example, in which the downsample ratio
with the largest frame size, respectively. In (3), the first is 2 in both directions (6=4), and the size of GOP is 16. The
part is the sum of the computational complexity of MCTF computational complexity and memory bandwidth of pyramid
in each spatial layer, and the second part is that of Inter- MCTF without Inter-layer Prediction is close to 4 times of the
layer Prediction. Therefore, if Inter-layer Prediction is not originals, and the external memory storage increases a little.
adopted or the ME of Inter-layer Prediction can be skipped, As for Inter-layer Prediction, the computational complexity
the computational complexity will be only the first part. will be doubled, and the extra increase of the memory band-

width and external memory storage are close to lOFrames/s
B. MemoryBandwidth ~~~~~and 4Frames, respectively.

Because all parameters of ME are the same, memory
bandwidth is also direct proportional to the frame size. The V. CONCLUSION
required memory bandwidth consists of two parts, the mem- In this paper, for open-loop MCTF, we proposed two general
ory bandwidth of each spatial layer and that of Inter-layer frame-level data reuse schemes, EDRF and EDCF, in which
Prediction, and it can be written as

their relationships between the required memory bandwidth
BWj_evel =(1 + 6 + 62 + + 6J-1)BWi-evei and SR buffers are derived. Under the same hardware re-

+ (6 +... + 6J-1) x FrameSize x 30, (4) sources, the performance of EDCF is better than that of EDRF,
because EDCF can share the searching range data between twowhere BWJ_I6V6l and BWiilevei are the memory bandwidth
current frames. Finally, we provide the analysis of pyramidof pyramid MCTF wihJeptial laers and MT wit te MCTF with or without the inter-layer prediction scheme.

largest frame size, respectively. The first part it meor The inter-layer prediction scheme can remove the redundancy

bandwidth of each spatial layerbetween two spatial layers. However, it requires double com-of Inter-layer Prediction, in which the information of the putation complexity and the increases of the required memory
sequence with the small frame size has to be loaded from bandwidth and memory storage depend on the frame size and
external memory. Therefore, the extra memory bandwidth for the size of a GOP, respectively.
Inter-layer Prediction is required. In the second part of (4),
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